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Measurements
of anisotropic
at microwave frequencies

characteristic

lengths

in YBCO films

H. Jiang, T. Yuan, H. How, A. Widom, and C. Vittoria
Northe!asternUniversity, Boston, Massachusetts02115

A. Drehman
Rome Laboratory, Hanscon Air Force Base, Massuchusetrs01731

We used microwave self-resonantand magnetically modulated microwave absorption techniques
to measurethe London penetration depth, /2, and coherencelength, g, in t.he direction parallel
and perpendicular to the a-b plane of YBCO films. We found that both il and 6 were
anisotropic; it appearedthat the value of $ (0) was about 1800 A and jlL (86.5) about 26 000
A, where ;I’[[ is the penetration depth for the applied microwave electric field parallel and /II
perpendicular to the film plane (c-axis is perpendic.ularto the tilm plane). We deduced%I, to be
equal to 129 A and & 40 A at 86.5 K. The anisotropy factor y we determined to be about 3.

1. INTRODUCTION

The relationships between them are

The London penetration depth, /2, and coherence
length, & are important parameters in a superconductor.
For example, the London penetration depth which measures the length over which magnetic fields are attenuated
near the surface of a superconductor, is related to the effective mass and density of superconducting pairs. The coherencelength measuresthe size of Cooper pairs, or equivalently the size of the vortex flux quantum core. They are
referred to in the literature as the characteristic lengths of
superconductors.One of the key reasonswhy high T, superconductors are different from conventional superconductors is that the high r, superconductors have small
coherencelengths’ ( .- 10 A) compared to nonoxide superconductors” ( - 1000 A).
There are many technique&s for measuring the penetration depth, such as muon-spin-rotation @+SR), small
angle neutron scattering, polarized neutron reflectometry,
kinetic inductance, ac susceptibility, dc magnetization, and
microwave cavity techniques.The measuredvalues of penetration depth varies from sample to sample and sometimes
from method to method.
The coherencelength usuahy is deducedfrom the measurement of the upper critical magnetic field,’ I&. However, N,.. of YBCO is extremely high (> 100 T at 4.2 K).
Typically, critical fields near T, are measuredin order to
deduce 5. Then, g(O) is usually extrapolated from the formulaZ &1’) =f(O)[l( TI’T,)]-“~.
For isotropic material, the Ginzburg-Landau parameter is defined as E=U~, and readers are referred to some
newly developedtheories.lo For anisotropic superconductors,” &J=(&J&J-~)‘I3 and A = &II&“~.
Since i&z&,,
J+&, for YRCO, the following definitions are introduceda”*‘2
41
Kl =-g--,
511

(1)

KII =‘FL

3

(3)

6) =x5

9

(4)

and
(5)
where y is the anisotropy factor.
YBCO is an anisotropic material, and both the London
penetration depth and coherence length are anisotropic.
Their values depend on the direction of the microwave
electric field relative to the c axis. In this paper, we used
microwave self-resonant (MSR) t1 and magnetically modulated microwave absorption (MMMA) I2 techniques to
deduce the London penetration depth and coherence
Iength of YBCO films where the electric microwave fields
are parallel and perpendicular to the film plane, respectively.

II. LONDON PENETRATION
SURFACE IMPEDANCE

The YBCO films in our measurementswere laser ablated with transition temperature T,,90 K and the critical
current density was of the order of lo5 A/cm’ at 77 K. The
c axis was normal to the film plane.
The expressionfor the surface impedance is”

Z82g ( l4p&)i/2.

where
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Rs=F(dw(2)

(6)

We can solve for the London penetration depth and obtain

and
IQ&
“IE = \ i& & *

DEPTH DEDUCED FROM

1)lp2,

(8)

and
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FIG. 1. London penetration depth as a function of temperature deduced
from hlSR and CPW techniques; the stars are from MSR and the square
is from CPW. Dashed line is fitting with two fluid model, solid line is with
~=n(o)[l-(r/T,)2]-1/2.

(9)

At low temperatures, the surface reactance is dominant;
X,&R; therefore,
A=-&&=;

L,

(10)

T(T,.

We used (7) to calculate the London penetration
depth by using the surface resistanceand surface reactance
values deduced from our MSR measurement,” where the
electric microwave field was parallel to the film plane. We
denoted the penetration depth from this MSR technique as
11,. Typical values of d,I were 1800 A at 4 K and 8000 A
at 86.5 K, for example. In Fig. 1 we have plotted 3, values
deduced from MSR data. We also have superimposedthe
value of /1(O) obtained from the shift in the resonant frequency with temperature using a CPW resonator.’ We
have fitted /z to the Garter-Casimir two fluid model,”
A(T)=L(Oj[

(11)

I-(;)‘I-‘j2.

The results are shown in Fig. 1 with a dashed line. If we
change the power factor in ( 11) from 4 to 2,
A(T)=A(O)[

1-($)2]-“2,

(12)

we obtain a better fitting curve (see solid line in Fig. 1).
The penetration depth was also measuredby using the
MMMA technique, where the microwave electric field was
perpendicular to the film plane. The microwave power absorbed by the film was
P=C1lBl [ 1-F+$)exp(-2D&)
s2
+ 3+--i
exp(-2&)
( c w- 1
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FIG. 2. dP/dH as a function of H by usina MMMA techniaue. The
points are experimental data and the c&e is-fitting with fluxoid model.
From the curve fitting, AL and & can be obtained.

where Ct is a microwave e-field dependent parameter, B is
the magnetic flux density, D is the flux lattice constant
evaluated as l/@ = 1B I/&, and
1 1 1
-g=jg+p
where Sc is the normal skin depth. In the MMMA experiment we measureddP/dH or
dP
-=-dH

dPd3
dBdH’

was calculated from Eq. ( 13)) and dB/dH was
obtained from vibrating-sample magnetometer (VSM)
measurement of M vs ff. Figure 2 shows measured and
calculated dP/dE as a function of H. In this fit, we determined A., ~26000 A at 86.5 K.

dP/dB

III. DETERMINATION

OF COHERENCE LENGTH

We have measured the coherence length of YBCG
films by means of the MSR technique. From the surface
impedancegiven in C8 ) and (91, we can calculate the normal resistivity of the superconduc.tingfilm and it yields

p=&x+; L,&
*

(16)

In deducing k~11from the MSR technique we needed to
apply a magnetic field, H, parallel to the c axis or perpendicular to the tIlm plane. From the microwave transmission coefficient data, we measuredonly the peak values at
resonance. The surface resistance R, changed as 11 was
varied. The surface inductance L, remained constant for
fields up to 3 KG, since f0 remained constant with N.
Hence, the change of resistivity due to the applied magnetic field may be expressedas follows:
Ap==;

I

I I I I 1 ,
0
a

L, AR,.

(171

Using this equation, we can calculate the change of resistivity of the superconducting lilm through the measured
Jiang et al.
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TABLE

I. Summary of ,I, 6, and IC.

T!K)

1,. (A,

86.5
0

g1 61

KL

J,, cA,

61 (A)

A, /&

8W

lYBn

62

26000h

40b

650

180@

2.p

72

%wt re%Ilt.
‘“hlhIM4 result.
“Extrapolated from S&5 K with g(T) =g(O)[lracy of oue measurement was within * 5%.

q
200

8”,C

(T/T,)]

riz. The accu-

values
of sufi~ce
resistance
changesdue to the applied external magnetic fields. Using the Bardeen-Stephensrelationship
.%3-p B
Ap=----c.r

$hlr,

(18)

and (17), we determined g,i = 129 A at 86.5 K, where we
treated B as approximately equal to H. Below 77 K, we
were not able to measure significant changes in R, with
respect to the application of a magnetic field, hence, no
estimate of gil was obtained. We extrapolated our results
to T-+0 K by using the relation
g=++(o) 1-x
-lj2
(19)
Tc1
’
(
and found that 511(0) to be 25 A. The coherencelength in
the c-axis direction was deducedfrom MMMA measurement, where the microwave induced electric held was
along the c axis. From the fitting curve in Fig. 2, we obtained L4;(86.5 IX) =40 A, and therefore, c1 (0) =8 A.
Together with the London penetration depths deduced
from surface impedance, we calculated the GinzburgLandau parameters, and ~~ was in the range of 62-72
while ~~~was about 200. In Table I we report our deduced
values of g,j ) & , RI, ) il, , ~11, and K~ from our MSR and
MMMA measurements.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Based upon our measurementsof surface impedance
using a microwave self-resonant technique, we have deduced the London penetrat.iondepth in the a-b plane of a

5867
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superconducting YBCO film. Application of a magnetic
field allowed us to deduce the coherencelength in the a-&
plane as well. MMMA results provided the London penetration depth and coherencelength in the c-axis direction.
The values of /z and g are anisotropic and dependon the
direction of electric field or current relative to the c axis. At
86.5 K, (11=J29 A and /l,l =8000 A while 6.t =4@ A and
AI =26000A,At0K,E~11 (0)=25Aand3,1, (0)=18OOA
while & (0) = 8 A. The Ginzburg-Landau parametersare
~~1 about 200 and frl in the range of 62-72, respec.tively.
These yield an anisotropy factor of y about 3.
We do not believethat the abovevaluesof gs represent
their intrinsic limit. For example, we measuredjlbll _N1800
A at 4 K. However, others9have reported /2,1(0) as low as
1400A. If we assumethe latter value of ;111to be intrinsic,
we extrapolate the following valuesfor cl, and gr , respectively, at 0 IS: 19 and 6 A.
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